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ILLINOIS HISTORY

In early 1977, women activists from nine community-based rape crisis centers in

Illinois gathered to “form a mutual support group…adding strength to any issue such as

legislative action, and giving our strength to each other.”  Searching for a name that

reflected the profound social struggle necessary to end the degradation and rape of

women, these activists named their group the Illinois Coalition of Women Against Rape

(ICWAR).

As early as 1972, rape crisis workers in Illinois had established 24-hour crisis

lines, conducted education and training programs, created thousands of brochures,

offered self defense classes, organized and marched in “Take Back the Night” events

and devoted thousands of hours to helping victims heal from the devastation of rape.

By linking their efforts through ICWAR, these early workers began their long

journey to change the society.  Like their sisters across the nation, coalition members

advocated for legislative reform, insisted that police increase their arrest rates,

demanded privacy for rape victims in emergency rooms and urged prosecutors to

change plea negotiation procedures.

This monumental work, which forever changed the fundamental ways in which

men related to women, was done primarily by volunteers.  Rape crisis centers had very

few resources other than dedicated activists.  There was no formal education or

professional training regarding how to do anti-rape work.  However, once survivors broke

the silence about the terror of rape, women devoted their minds, hearts, time and money

to construct and sustain organizations that created the field of anti-rape work.  These



organizations changed practices in hospitals, police departments, the courts and within

the field of psychiatry.

ICWAR received much support as it began its efforts.  YWCAs, churches,

synagogues, the National Organization for Women, women’s studies programs, the

American Association of University Women, United Ways and others pitched in with

funds, space and staff time.  Several state’s attorneys and legal aid lawyers helped

advocates sharpen their advocacy skills.  And, the Illinois House Rape Study Committee

forged political alliances to pass legislative proposals responsive to the needs of

survivors.

Victims and their advocates created rape crisis centers to fill a void – with a

definition and purpose different than traditional mental health or social services.  With

the goals of social change, equality between men and women, and the fundamental

principle of victim-centered services, the anti-rape movement offered a new model for

institutional change and individual healing.  In Illinois, this model gained recognition and

credibility with each new accomplishment.

ICWAR had multiple occasions to celebrate legislative victories.  The Rape

Victims Emergency Treatment Act standardized the collection of medical evidence.  The

Rape Shield Law made the victim’s sexual history irrelevant in a trial.  The Illinois

Criminal Sexual Assault Act overhauled sex crime statutes.  Federal and state statutes

authorized new categories of victim service funds.

The first funding for sexual assault crisis centers, $148,889, was distributed by

ICWAR to 12 centers in 1982.  Later that year, four more centers were funded.

Subsequent funds enabled centers to hire advocates, counselors and educators.  Since

1982, centers have developed specialized services to meet the needs of children, adult

survivors of child sexual abuse, teens and male victims.  They have standardized

volunteer training and developed curricula for conducting education and training



programs.  They have implemented protocols with hospitals and law enforcement

agencies.

ICWAR changed its name to the Illinois Coalition Against Sexual Assault (ICASA)

in 1984 and, with its many colleagues and supporters, continued to change the way the

state responded to rape.  Through the coalition, the centers adopted standards for local

centers and created a governance structure to allocate funds, track contract compliance,

and provide technical assistance to help centers maintain services in their communities.

ICASA continues to work on the cutting edge of legislative reform and to advocate for

social change and the elimination of the oppressions that promote sexual violence.

MOVING FORWARD

We must remember that rape is a product of our culture, a culture that has

created, fostered and perpetuated the reality that some individuals by virtue of their race,

gender and/or their acquired status are treated better than others.  We cannot forget that

truth when we hear challenges and criticisms about how and where and by whom this

work is done.

When working with police, prosecutors, mayors, state legislators, congregational

representatives and other professionals, it is very easy to get a sense of being next to

power.

Yet, the anti-rape movement is far too young and has too few victories for us to

think we are one with the powers that be.  We have achievements and accomplishments

in the effort to stop rape and support victims that no one dreamed of 30 years ago, but

we are still underdogs – still asking for justice, pleading for justice, waiting for justice.

The temptation to see rape as “others” do may be compelling, but we must remember

that rape is a cultural phenomena and not just a single criminal incident.

The temptation for a little relief from always being the “hold-out” in a collaborative

effort is overwhelming.  And, sometimes, after negotiating and debating and holding out



for what you know is “right,” it would be a relief to simply accept the compromise

position.  It is not fun to be the conscience of a group, but if you are in the meeting

because you are “the rape lady,” then you are there as an advocate for the survivor and

an agent for social change on the crime of rape.  Martha Burt, Janet Gornich and Karen

Pittman’s words in 1984 are still pertinent today:

This work is never easy, either in terms of time or of the psychological stresses of
repeatedly confronting the realities of rape in this culture.  In addition, it seldom
pays very well, if it pays at all.  Thus the fact that so many people continue to do
this work is encouraging.  We take it as a sign of how well the feminist
movement’s political activity raised issues surrounding rape and galvanized
many women to devote their energies to trying to stop it and ameliorating the
consequences.  The movement’s insistence that society bears some
responsibility for changing patterns of sexual assault continues to guide the
activities of many rape crisis centers.  For most women working in rape crisis
centers, their activities reflect some level of commitment, often very great, to
helping women help themselves recover and emerge strong after an assault
experience…4

As we head into the future, ICASA is proud of its 23-year history of speaking out

– and acting – on behalf of sexual assault survivors.  At a conference of the National

Coalition Against Sexual Assault, Sandra Butler, said:  “While it is true that none of us

will live to see a world of safety for women and children, we still celebrate our lives of

meaning and purpose, passion, commitment and connection.  We celebrate the ways in

which we understand that none of us can make individual transformation without

collective transformation.”  We can work together to make this a more supportive nation

for survivors of sexual assault and ultimately to stop rape so that one day the rape crisis

services of which we are so proud are no longer needed.



TIMELINE OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1975 Rape Victims Emergency
Treatment Act passes the Illinois
General Assembly and is signed
into law.

1977 Illinois Coalition of Women
Against Rape (ICWAR) is
formed.

1978 Rape Shield Act becomes law
for sexual assault victims in
Illinois.

1981 Federal Preventive Health and
Health Services Block Grant is
signed into law.  Illinois
Department of Public Health
receives allocation with
designation for Rape Crisis and
Rape Prevention.

1982 ICWAR receives first Preventive
Health and Health Services
Block Grant allocation of
$148,889.  ICWAR creates its
first Contracts Review
Committee and allocates funds
to twelve centers.

1983 Illinois Criminal Sexual Assault
Act is signed into law, revising
Illinois rape and incest statutes.

1983-84 Confidentiality of Statements
Made to Rape Crisis Personnel
grants absolute privilege to sexual
assault victims.

1984 Illinois Violent Crime Victims
Assistance Act is signed into law,
making funds available for
counseling and advocacy.

1984 ICWAR changes its name to the
Illinois Coalition Against Sexual
Assault (ICASA).

1984 Victims of Crime Act (VOCA)
passes Congress; states receive

notice of future funding for victim
services.

1985 ICASA receives one-time grant
from the Illinois Department of
Public Aid for counseling
services.

1985 ICASA granted its first
allocation of state General
Revenue Funds.

1986 ICASA receives its first
allocation of federal VOCA
funds from the Illinois Criminal
Justice Information Authority.

1988 Law is passed prohibiting
polygraph examination of
sexual assault victims.

1988 Hearsay Exception is granted to
child sexual assault victims
under the age of 13.

1991 Civil Statute of Limitations for
Adult Survivors of Child Sexual
Abuse becomes law.

1992 Citizens vote “yes” for the
Illinois Constitutional
Amendment for Victims Rights.

1994 ICASA receives allocation for
the SACY Project from the
Illinois Department of Children
and Family Services.

1994 The Violence Against Women
Act is passed by Congress and
signed into law.

1996 ICASA receives VAWA funding
from the Illinois Department of
Public Health and the Illinois
Criminal Justice Information
Authority.



1997 Sex Offender Management
Board created by Illinois
General Assembly.

1997 Law is passed allowing a
defendant’s previous victims to
testify about defendant’s “prior
bad acts,” whether reported or
not.

1997 ICASA celebrates its 20th

Anniversary with friends and
colleagues.

1998 Law is passed which makes
giving a person a “date rape
drug” before sexually assaulting
her/him an aggravating factor to
the crime.

1998 ICASA and DHS, using VAWA
funds, develop a media
campaign that includes television
and radio spots directed at male
responsibility for rape.

1999 ICASA, with DHS, begins
evaluation of its crisis
intervention services.

1999 Law is passed to extend the
criminal statue of limitations in
sexual assault cases of an adult
victim to ten years past the time
of the rape and ten years past
the age of 18 for minor victims.

1999 ICASA moves into a newly
constructed administrative office
building at 100 N. 16th Street in
Springfield.

1999 Law is passed creating pilot
Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner
programs in four Illinois
hospitals.

1999 ICASA, with VAWA funding,
begins a two year evaluation of

its prevention education
programs in Illinois schools.

1999 Law is passed that allows a
victim of sexual assault or sexual
abuse to request that the State’s
Attorney file a petition to have
the court records of the case
sealed.

2000 Law is passed permitting minor
sexual assault victims 13
through 17 years to consent to
the release of her or his
evidence collection kit to be
analyzed for evidence for
prosecution.
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